T = technical point > translation, or stop or question or speak
Ice breaker
Try to energize ourselves, we need place to moove in the room
push apart the table to have a square and put them back afterward
Each bas à number and falls on the floor when number si called
the rest of the group has to catch up the person

Summary of Yesterday :
Crossed interview: Each partcipant told a story of good & a bad event in Museomix > which
lessons we learned from those event ?
Build Museomix dream`
Today creating a common vision
Which goals & how to reach them ?
Let's go to essential thing, don't be too perfecfionist : today is a big picture of what we want to go,
not to goto each details
Share what is essential
No judgement, everybody has good intentions
Good listening
Don't cut the others, raise a hand if you need to talk
Program of today :
1. Synthesis of yesterday
Questions / answers on some point to clarify
2. Inspired of Dragon dream to share our goals > goal : share common vision
Think interco and "global"
Each one write his/her dream about MSX and interco
Break
3. Commons goals / using collective intelligence
4. Plannification > tasks we need to accomplish to reach the goal
Synthesis
Add if needed
1. Dev/orga of community
> ideas and questions : motivation of volunteeres, DOing legitimacy, local matters (soecially for
Italy, as they are rising),
2. Governance : nobody deecide , porcess decision not clear, importance of federating together, how
to take responsability for interco, intellectual rights
Idea to having 'coins' to retribute/reward the work of the volunteers > not a salary but recognizing
the work of someone

Question ?
Museomix Summer Camp : the idea is also to take time to talk about the international Museomix
Community & not only about the event itself
Asso MSX ? Global ? the "statuts" of the association : nowhere to be found
not easy to be involved, everybody could collaborate
The Museomix association : is in France, they are no members, it's just an office
2 people involved : President/Secretary/Tresorier
Administration Board
Feeilng from Brasil : lot of interest from the Brasil community, try to contact the global ? How to
get the contact ? Need to meet somebody to know how it's working, if not going into a community
to meet specific people, hpw to meet and know how it works ?
For a new community, if you're not very motivated, you can't find the information
Desk : President /
Aministration board
No members
Just protecting the Museomix name > co-founders
Asso created to take the money from the partners for the first event
Using Museomix is free, share to a museum which want to be remixed, chart for this
3 days, not a command, sharing commons, free
Last year : Paris meeting > problem raised, like local community can be members of association
Legal papers of asso : every new members must be agreed by the desk
Earlier : fee of 1000 euros to pay a coordinator, and the organization community
Last year : coorganization between communities to share the action, no fee payed
Deléguee générale : Juliette Giraud
Creative museum project with Museomix association, ask to others on community forum to come
European project with independant financing supported by MSX
Website : new one paid by MSX global,
Question : no one was everv in responsability for organizing ? Do we need a community builder ?
Ask was maid, but no understood. Where is the money coming from ? Do we need more facilitation
that coordination, or being each community as satellites ?
For new starter community, it's complicated to find someone, but it's like that for years, it is because
you know people

Too much personnalizing to one
Each can give something for globally
Let's do concrete things :)
Dream process
Your vision for the intercommunity of Museomix, Museomix
Local/global
Local
The question is : How should museomix look like to be fully satisfactory ?
Answer individually, on the post it
No time to note everything, focus on the essential !
let it go ! no judgement !
MSX 2027
Some ideas...
museum today = pyramidal / in 10 years, owned by cooperative, collaborative process
all year long, msx process, laboratory + exhibition
inclusive mission
coworking community, 7 museums place, global from one to anther place
Change everything in the museum for one year
people that do companionship in museum, arriving on one event and stay for their companinoship
local orga and more active go from one place to another
The ideas of dream of the dragon :
coordination of community builder, no global direction, not compatible, kind of coordination, with a
community builder : we need to decide together
OR we choose we rely on local orga to do what they can by themselves, let's get away from
ambiguity
FUN!
Responsibility and duty shared between diffrent countries and local
Clear vision of MSX format, and a way to explain it, more explicit
Shared documentation, transparency, explicit, clear process
Rule : "The one who does is the right one" = " If I say it I do it, If I do it I am right "
Open governance from local to global > open process to decide together, not virtual entity, to say
yes or not, complete open organization,open to know who make what, transparency
Tools to enable symetry of information about intercommunity processes and roles > same level of
information for evrybody
Clear identification of who does what
Shared responsability

all communities on the same level
local+ loca+local+local....= global > global composed by local
msx = network of independent local actors
listen new ideas
possibility to make museomix evolve together
not forget the freedom of the project. Is it too much? Need of something globally, need local
freedom, based on msx freedom direction > space for yes
a msx gathers to share
decision from bottom (active communities)
at least one annual meeting with all the communities
total transparency (who do what?) (the money)
Having a common tools for commuunication: all communities has social network, no guidelines,
common strategy for all the time (external/internal)
Having common discourse about what is MSX, when you particpate you have the same vision, but
for new one, evryone has an explanation, but we don't live it in the same way, same explanation, but
not in the same way > have a common definition of what is museomix
Link between all the museums in the world
shared methods between local communities and create together
Feel free to use and shared to format
can we go outside museums? Heritage sites ? Mediation?
part taking understand more clarlry (link to one another), understanding clearly the format, more
connexion, horizontal, share role, shifting to get organize naturally
building and updating
more voices more faces> diversity, represation
have difrent meeting and project with diffrent communities all over the year
collaborative federation of local associations
clear rules "who does what ?"
one more structured organisation, but… not too much
No complexity but fun
actual open transparent documenting
A communicating museomix inside & outside, globaly & localy, all year long
sharing the regional informations
Get a global association pen to all local association > all members of the global association are
members of local associations
one person of each local community needs to get a chance to exchange and get trained once a year
each community invite the members of the global association to participate
local association needs to exchange and spread all what she does on the global tools
Museomix should be clearer and better explained to museum audience and to people who don't go
to the museum >enhance communication
local community need some or one reprensentative(s) in the global community
global decisions should be taken by members by the different local communities in a universal
language
global orga should not be personnalized – transparency on the global
Event Museomix = a small kit of rule & exchanges of good practices (scenarios, spaces, ...)
collaborative smoothy functionning with ongoing dialog
With a basic scheme to think togheter
Partners teams responsibles for chosen tasks
What do the assembly want ?

1. concrete proposal: next assembly? Make a consent/ emergent process, discussion, living process,
together and small groups process, with diffrent sequence : why what how (proposal) > see if why is
shared, try to get the essential, then 5 minutes
Rising up proposal >
Why : to answer many thing read about necessity to be horizontal
Details / question : answer to os it about better association of local to global
next general assembly, all communities invited to GA, legally, if not a member, no way to
participate to GA > adress the problem then
What: next general assembly of museomix association, all local communities, invited to participate
to general assembly > put all partners together see what happened
How: one of present community to organize general association, meeting
> a local community organizes this GA if not in France ? legally, must be formal, but in real life,
this can be decisionnary
> on behave of what can you go and talk ? if you're not in the board, no way. How to be inclusive,
to let new people enter the association
> it is possible to be at a GA and become part of the desk (but must be agreed by the board)
> where ? must be adressed legally
not just a discussion like here, but in the way of taking decision, will be a consensus, but not for one
day, for ever
Association? Constitutive assembly with different local association, we do not have the legetimity
toorganize. We organize ourselves our assembly and invite the association. We must be
independent, the better to have common status for international > go from scratch and include
global association, they are the part of us
GA is the place to change the statuts > in belgium there is a statuts for international group.
If we cannot be in the board, let's invite the board
asso bigger than the historical asso to protect the name
If we only talk about organization > stronger canvas to do tomorrow
CA of association, are not engaged but goodwilling, we must focus on be inclusive, and how we do
things
It's odd to have 2 people at the top of the association that are not active in real life > we don't know
them.
That was a choice to have this organic structure at the service of people that are working. They are
not supposed to attribute funds.
subsequent proposal : How to reach all those dreams ? Including Jean-Pierree's proposal
A group of persons in charge of the facilitation of the international community > make sure that
everything is going on ok, letting people do what they want but 'activate' them > identified group
with this responsability > to decide tommorow ?

Make canvas (frame of work), intercommunity role and function then > decision
OR/and
Let's decide to create the group and process > decision
WE WANT BOTH PROPOSALS TO BE DISCUSSED TOMMOROW
What would be the exact role of this person ? > a profile can be suggested by Samuel ?
Condition : the international community has to decide the exact role of that person

